
Azure Discovery as a 
Service Assessment

Successfully carving a path to Azure is under-pinned by careful and
considered preparation and planning. With so many routes to Azure,
and a plethora of options and complex economics to consider,
migrating can seem a daunting task even for the most experienced
technologists.

With Version 1’s Azure Discovery & Assessment Service, we can
conduct a data-driven discovery that aligns with Microsoft's best
practice Cloud Adoption Framework. We can assess your needs,
compelling events, and I.T portfolio to help you create a business case
for Azure. The outputs from this exercise will help you to make an
informed decision by identifying areas for remediation, and providing
application modernisation and migration roadmap recommendations -
saving time and money in the process.

Discovery & Assessment Phases:

• Mobilisation - Define compelling events, goals, and requirements

• Discovery - Build an understanding of your I.T portfolio

• Assessment - Analyse and appraise your data

• Plan & Action – Map out your path to Azure

Assess and understand your options when 
migrating and modernising with Azure

www.version1.com

Deliverables

• Discovery and 
Assessment Report / 
Executive Presentation

• Data collected and 
collated during discovery

• High-level Migration Plan 
and Estimated Cost

• Supporting migration 
Business Case and TCO

Why Choose Version 1?

• Version 1 has been 
working in the Microsoft 
cloud technology arena 
since 2006. With deep 
expertise across the 
Microsoft stack, Version 1 
is recognised as one of the 
most competent partners 
in the ecosystem.

Action “What to do”
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